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SJS Chapel Committee Maps
Plans for $26,000 Campaign
The

Memorial Chapel committee mapped

plans yesterday

for a campaign to raise $26,000 to complete the fund-rais-

ing drive for the construction of the-- War Memorial chapel
on the campus of San Jose State college in a meeting in
the office of College President
T. W. Macquarrie.
The committee approved names
for the two sections of the chapel.
The.main chapel, which will seat
approximately 200 people, will be
named Chapel of Remembrance in
A meeting will be held tolliklit
memory of the 200 Spakanii a In preparation for the all -college
gave their lives during World Cancer benefit talent show to be
War II..
held .June 2 in San Francisco Civic
The small Meditation room will Auditorium. Four students from
be named Chapel of Thanksgiving San Jose State college, Mary
and will be dedicated to the 4300 Bruanstein, Frank Fuller, Ray
-men who served in the armed Lion and Jack Passey, will go to
forces during the late war and San Francisco State college to_
who have returned safely.
night.
The committee decided on plans
According to a pamphlet read
to obtain money from various at the Student -Council meeting
sources including the student Thesday, San Jose State college
body, the faculty, the alumni and has been asked to underwrite the
other interested off-campus groups. show to the extent of $850.
These plans will be_annoW1ced at. - --The-show will use talent -front
a later date.
California, Stanford, San ;Jose
It has been decided that the State college, San Francisco State
chapel will not be a church and college, San Francisco City colno regular services of worship will lege, and many of the junior colbe held but it will be available to leges in Northern California& .
recognized groups of students of
It was voted down at a meeting
various faiths, so that they may
held
’ at Stanford last week. to
from time to time conduct such
services of worship as will meet make the show a road3affair. As

Students Plan
Cancer Show

their own need.
Dean of Men Paul M.

Pitman,

chairman of the Chapel

Pt

committee expressed ,a belief that ’the
campaign will raise the needtd
$26,000 to meet the estimated
$30,000 construction cost.
The preparation of a four-page
leaflet to describe the chapel was
authorized by the committee and
Mr. Lowell Pratt was appointed
-head of a subcommittee to draw
it up.
The next meeting of the committee has been set for Wednesday, April 12 at 2:30 p.m. in
President MacQuarrie’s office.

Test Deadline
The week of March 6 ix the
host week for rsaldng appointments for Interest Tests. These
tests, welch are required for
teacher trainees, are being given
in Personnel Testing office,
Room 118. All students who eNCpeNt to take their tests this
quarter should report throughout the week of March 6.

Ruth Martsof, of Oakland, sophomore at San Jose State college,
appear tonight in San Jose Civic auditorium in the American
Red Cross fund-campaign kick-off program, according to Mr. Ted
In "50 Revelries
Balgooyen, drama. faculty member and chairman of the program.
- - : , I -She wilt sing selections from the
Rehearsals -begin’ to m or r o w
, forthcoming st u d e n t Revelries
night on "Low Button ,Shoes,"
4,

1950 Revelries production, Director Dick Pritchard announced yesterday. Theme for the production,
is based on the antics of two exG.I.s who attend San Jose Normal

will

lc et a e
Opens Today

production, "Low Button Shoes".
Other students ’who were contaeted _for_ tonight ’s show .through_
the ’student Talent bureau headed by Dick Paginelli are Jim Veteran, senior and composer of the

school following the first World
Tickets for. Noel Coward’s "ToWar, .
night at $:30" go on sale today it State fight song, "Down from;
-’
a--song- en+
7- -Roehe-,-ianner-eirema-majer
de- dance routine from the student
from Bakersfield,. and Wayne 8 a.m., Verda Jackson, speech yesproduction, "Tonight at 8:30", Mr.
Mitchell, sophomore drama major Partment secretary announced
Balgooyen said.
Thursterday.
The
show
starts
from Garden Grove, play the leadwill sing
Mao
ihg roles.
es.

Thrust (111(1,
,
Parry

Armell and Majersik Tie Again;
Posts
Michels and McMahon in

through run -off-number-five sometime next week.
The deadlock occurred between sophomore vice-president aspirants Bill Armell and Cliff Majersik. Both combatants tallied 39 votes.
The new senior president is
i Fred Michels. Francis McMahon
I defeated Don Lacieroue for the
Concert Band
junior vice-president position.

By JEANNE THOMAS

college Mosher learned that the
rivals to the southeast are willing
to return the SJSC gold and white
banner if Sin Jose, in, turn, will
forfeit a similar snatched item to
the torn Tigers from Stockton.
They figure COP will return the
favor by sending Fresno’s banner
back, Mosher said.
"The whole thing boils down to
a three-college relay with San
Jose returning COP’s banner, COP
returning Fresno’s banner, and
Fresno coming through with ours.
If we’re lucky we’ll have it back
in time for football season next
year," Mosher added.

oche, Mitchell
Play Leading
. . Roles
_

College Talentaighlights-Event
In San Jose Civic Auditirgrinun

Tawas, mentor,
March 9, and Will run eight
Victor Herbert’s "Italian Street
days, through Friday, March 17.
Others who take leading parts
Student admission is 60 cents: s.ong" and "One Kiss". Miss
in the show are Lorraine David- general admission, 90 cents. Miss Lucas was named Miss Televisson it Margie, Ruth Martsolf as Jackson requests students to bring
ion of 1949, Mr. Balgooyen stet .
Donna Lou, an,d Matt Grisby as student body cards when they cd
.
Luke Grisby. ,
Vivian Ha g good, sophomore
come in, to purchase tickets.
Leads in "Still Life" are Jim from Mountain View. Will present
Also cast in "Low Button Shoes"
are Tom Harveyl, John Piotti, Jensen and Gwen Samuelson. Don several -modern dances:
Kenneth F u h r e r. sophomore
Byron Rose, Bob Reinking, Bill Pearlman and Joan Buechner head
Smith, Lee Jordan, Alfred Silva, the cast of "Family Album," while from Martinez, will present a nov.
Dick mcGiincher. -George.speivin., [top. rojes.--in. _tiled.. peppepst. _will teity. act with spnonc
be played by Jim Veteran and I Margery Merz, sophomore from
an sl Robert Filler.
San Leandro, will highlight the
Nancy Broke,nshire,
program with a rendition of mod Variety acts and musical numhers play- an important part in 11.11181111111111111.111111.1 ern pianojazz. numbers.
’ The Chi Omega "bull Skulls"
the riotous show, Pritchard said.
will be on hand, Mr. BalgooYan
Fred Cooper, and Dick Weiguni
said, with_ soma _of their famousare the composers of original songs
-T
!numbers: Billie Prosser, Pattie
for-Revelries.
Peck,
is Williams. and Pat
Bill Pentony is assistant dlrec- I
Roche comprise the musical group.
of now, only one performance will
tor and Nick Lickwar is business ’
be given.
Mr. Balgooyen was- ap,
manager.
proached to supply student .tal._
_____ .
Editors’ Note: The following
There is $11,349 in the General
i cut for the program by Charier;
Fund, and .$704.69 in the Council - Mr. ted Balgooyen is- faculty letter to Thrust and Parry is
" . published on page I today ’to 1 Pryor,- Public relations head
adviser for the show.
Fund.
apprise s t ii d e n t anti faculty l with the Santa Clara county
.
Red Cross chapter.
readers of tlie possible consewill
Offer
talent,
Santa
Clara
quences of contributing to the
SOphs
- Spartan Daily’s "department of Mr. Balgooyen pointed out, with
Glee club nurnher, native
7
controversN." In all justice and
Classa
w it h due . regard for Student Hawaiian -group, music group from
Frost’s rights, we feel there is the F3ellarmine prep school, includBy BRUCE BROTZMAN
tiimplu. justification -Tot ifil- - ing Cary Crosby, sonofBingsu dden rf,- Crosby.
Sophomore voters racked up ANOTHER tie in run -off -election- vest IgatIon of his Such
Hal Moore will emcee the fundan inopinion.
Of
versal
to
grind
machinery
number-four yesterday and thus re -wound election
campaign show.
vestigatiiin will be made.

Mosher Attempts
To Reclaim Banner To Give Show
The sinister case of the college’s
purloined banner is on the way
to being solved, according to eversuffering Rally committee Chairman Ed Mosher. Last step in the
ultimate retrieve is the squaring
vicious
circle which concerns
of a
the San Jose State college symbol.
In a letter from Fresno State

Number 92

’Variety Sho*Alonight
Will Initiate Community
Red Cross Fund Drive

By JOHN DREMEL
"No other composition for band
VICisis that is as technically difficult, as contrapuntally complicated, or as intense."
This was the statement of Noel
Strauss, New York Times music
eritie th reviewing the first pee_
formance, in 1946, of "Theme and
Variations", a composition written
for band by Schoenberg. ’.The symphonic band, under the
direction of Frederic W, Boots.

Total ballots cast were few.
Seniors cast 127 votes and were
followed by the juniors with 85.
Sophomores brought up the rear
with 78. Total turnout was 290.
The deadlock, which has persistently dogged the footsteps of
elections this quartet-, developed
by the forced voidance of three
votes for BIB Armen. The ballOtt
were marked correctly, but.
cilman Belmont Reid, election
official, had to deprive three
sophomores of their ballots because the voters persisted in holding inter-booth discussion.
This,
violates a recent ASB By:

Thrust and Parry
To Students and Prof. Soc.
Prob, I 50b. Meeting 9:30 MWF
In the article written by me,
and appearing in the Daily,
Feb. 21, 1950, under the anonymous signature of ASB No.
7756, there was deliberate and
Assemblymen Jack Thompson
completely unjustified defamaand
Robert Kiikwood told the
instructor,
tion of a Soc. Sci.
San,Jose State college Advisor
his lectures, and of the students Board that they will introduce a
in his class.
bill in the State Legislature apL
I hereby fully retract all these propriating sufficient funds for
statements that were printed, ’buildings needed to complete the
and I hope all concerned will "master gbuilding plan". A similar
also be introduced in tlitir
accept my apology.
In another anonymous article California State Senate.
; The San Jose State college Adwritten by me appearing in the
visory Board met
at a
Daily, Feb. 23, also under the luncheon meeting yesterday
at the Ste.
signature of ASB No. 7756, I Claire Hotel with guest speakers
cast similar aspersions upon the Jack Thompson and Robert Kirkintegrity of the instructor.
wood, assemblymen.
Dr. T.’ W. MacQuarrie, president
For all the discourteous statements and inferences in these of San Jose State college reported
that there was no possibility of
two articles,- I apologize. I am
deeply sorry all this has hap- receiving funds for dormitories
until the State legislature meets
pened.
in 1951.
Raymond Bryan Frost,
Assemblyman
Kirkwood exASB No. 7756.
plained that the capital outlay in

Assemblymen
To Introduce
Building Bill

and laww
"Theme
l
play Schoenberg’s
l
i
which states that there shall
Variations", a rarity in band corn- be no electioneering in the Student
positions by Beethoven, and other Union.
compositions chosen for their uniOf the five suggested methods
versal appeal at tonight’s concert for a future election procedure
at 8:15 p.m. in the Morris Dailey that voters had the option of exauditorium. Admission is free.
pressing their opinions on, they
"Themes and Variations" repre- ran in this order: Nos. 4, 2, 5, 3
sents a return by Schoenberg from and one. These results will be
his extreme experimentations to taken into consideration by the
the 1951 budget will be from remore traditional musical tech- election committee.
serve funds not from the general
niques. The score proved to be
funds. The reserve funds totaled
beyond the range of techniques UNITED
PRESS ROUNDUP%
$13.500,000 in 1946, when they
for many bands, however, and has
Were set aside _by __the Public
rarely been heard. In order to
American Airlines maintenanceT-11T esists-ln the conTenipi
T Works Board.
have his music played, Schoen- workers, largest domestic
t John L. Lewis’ United Mine
service:
"’These funds will practically be
berg had to rewrite the score for in the United States, went on Workers, and coal contract talks
exhausted when San Jose State
orchestra. It is in this form that strike from coast-to-coast yester- were resumed yesterday after
a college receives its $2,800,000 for
It is most commonly performed.
day as the nation’s number of 48-hour recess.
the music, speech, women’s gym,
The concert, in addition to fine workers idle in labor disputes in
and the engineering building."
band music, will featttre a trom- this country soared toward 700,000. GETS 14 YEARS
Kirkwood pointed out.
bone solo by Duane Garton,. music
Dr. Klaus Fuch, Britain’s third
Although flight schedules were
Kirkwood and Thompson adstudent from Vallejo. Active in
music functions, Garton is a stu- not affected by the strike, the ranking atomic scientist, yester- vised ;the San Jose State Advisory
dent director of the San Jose State line’s 14 major terminals showed day pleaded guilty to betraying Board to give the total expendicollege band, a member of the the strike was effective. All are Anglo-American A-bomb secrets to tures needed for the building proRussia and was sentenced to 14 gram when they present the
Symphony orchestra, and a mem- being picketed.
budget to the State legislature.
ber of the A Capella choir.
Meanwhile the government rest- years in prison.
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Divided -- We Are Orphans
Wednesday the San Francisco Chronicle asked, editorially,
for increased building appropriations for San Francisco State
college. According to the paper’s estimates, cur northern sister’s
move to a Lake Merced location will cost the state close to $14,000,000.
Having seen SFSC’s crowded Buchanan street campus, we
can sympathize with their desire to move to less confining quarters. Their enrollment, like ours, has increased rapidly in recent
yearshitting 5063 this quarter.
But, our sympathy does not blind us to ihe fact that heavy
appropriations to another state college endanger our own plans
for adequate housing. Unfortunately, the success of the building program here may well depend on the legislature’s slighting
San Francisco State.
It need not be so. If the administrators of each state college
and members of their recently strengthened advisory
groups
would present their requests in unisorr, the whole state
’college system would benefit.
The State Board of Education -and the institutions under ifs
direction have played second fiddle to the powerful University
of California system long enough.
Divided, we are treated as orphans by the legislature. United in our demands, we might stand a better chance in the con=
tinning battle for building funds.

CAMPUS QUIPS

. . by Cooper
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"Don’t Move!

1;11 Get a Camera!"

New SolA-Officers
Three new officers of the sophomore class assumed their duties
at the recent meeting of the sophomore council.
Taking over the offices are
John Giacomazzi, president; Jackie Larse, secretary; and Bill Sevevens, treasurer.

qonighl At 8:30"
MARCH

9-17

NOTICE TO ALL
SORORITIES AND FRATERNITIES!
Dunking is now don at

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos

SJS Psychology Majors
Test Grammar Students
By EDWARD CONKLE
A group of students receiving their share of practical experience
outside the classroom this quarter are the 51 psychology majors in
Mr. Walter Plant’s intelligence testing class.
Last quarter the 51 psychology majors were tied down to books
and classrooms. Now, as regular,
requirements for their major, they _cant and helpful information.
are being- seat lo-griiide schools In" About two children from each
the surrounding area to put their grade are selected for testing.
textbook knowledge into practice.
Faculty Directs
AA Mr. Plant explains it, the 51
Supervising and directing the
students in his two classes of in- sttamts- in their testier assigntelligence testing have each been mehts are Mr. Plant and other
assigned to a school Where they members of the’ psychokgy dewill give individually the Benet partment faculty. They will visit
test to 25 children-over a-period each si_trogl designated tor-testing
of ten weeks.
five or six times during the presHours Vary
ent quarter.
The flours at which State studThe intelligence testing program
ents are at these schools va
me un rtakenby---t:an - Jose
Some are working several hours State college students is not new.
Tuesday arid Thursday; others Plant estimates the project has
choose a certain day in the week
en_undertaken similatly for the
and put in IT:Inger hours.
past eight years.
"The Benet test takes an averThe elementary sehor.:s a,.’ not
age of an hour and fifteen Min- at rill indifferent to the testing
utes to complete," Plant said, "and program. State students are pereach student is giving three or forming a service which would
four tests a week."
otherwise be unclortal:cn by .the
Wt, specifically, is the Benet county. Mr. Plant explained the
test l’An explanation of its contents reveals the Benet test to be
an individual testing medium. The
test has both overt and verbal
components. As examples, the
testee may be asked to name as
many objects as he can think of,
or perhaps to define certain words
or organize blocks into certain
patterns or positions.
, Throughout the test, the student tester and youngsters being tested are situated in a small
room. The student sits on one
side of a table while the child
sits opposit her and works out
the questions and problems as
they are presented to him.
The children chosen to take the
Benet test constitute only a minority of those enrolled in the
school. These are children, carefully selected by their teachers, on
whose intelligence and pbilities,
the Iknet test may reveal signifl-

relationship between the elementary school and the college thusly:
project," said
"The iiiate
Plant, "Is a reciprocal affair.
We administer a service to the
schools and in return, our students ’receive valuable experience in psychological procedure
and testing."
Are the tests given. by State
students required of the elementary schools? No, .according to Mr.
Plant, but ,theirievelations in certain individual cases have jUstifled their usefulness in the schools.
Group testing is also used in the
schools but the intelligence testing class is concerned mainly with
the Stanford-Benet individual test.
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR Eva
Zuekserth Is shown administering -sr section of the StanfordBenet test to one of the yOungstem from Horace Mann grammar school who has been selected for testing. She Is one of the
51 psychology majors engaged In
the testing program this quarphoto by Gmelin
ter.

It Had to Coate

Atomic Chem Set
Offered on Market
NEW HAVEN, Conn., Feb. 27
Kiddies soon will be able
(UP)
to play at home with atomic energy, the A. C. Gilbert company announced, yesterday.
The toy firm unveiled an "Atomic Energy Lab.," complete with
Geiger counter and other professional -type gadgets guaranteed to
appeal to youngsters from nine
to 90.
The company said that the lab,
"believed to be the most scientific
toy ever made," was developed
with the help of America’s "top
nuclear physicists and instrument
makers." It was learned that the
atomic energy commission also
was consulted and obviously favors the toy as a means of shoWing
children, and adults as well, that
atomic energy isn’t necessarily
destructive.
The company’s sales proMotion
manager, Beanniv.Repplier, said,
harmless and contains precise scientific instruments which perform
the same feats as professional
equipment costing up to hundreds
of dollars." Present commercial
portable Geiger counters sell for
$50 to $300; Gilbert’s set will cost
$42.50, and the counter alone
$18.50.

Gam.
Shams
Mut
Cut
Strut
Henry Steiling SAINTE CLAIRE
and boys
BARBER SHOP
Hots! Sta. Clain

Texas Students
Receive Awards
COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
(UP) Students at Texas A. and
M. college are learning a new application for the old phrase, "incentive pay."
They stand to gain as much as
$105,353.33 during the cur r e n t
school year as a result.
In a booklet distributed to students, AlrM. officials announced
that cash awards made to scholars during the school year would
total about that: ’
Another $75,000 is being made
availajale to gr ad ua te students
through teacher assistantships.
The large amount being offered
is mainly the result of an "incentive pay" plan. devised by school
officials four years ago.

Do
You Have
Refreshment
Problems?
Try

Billings Potato
Donuts
"Whet Evers Cop of Coffee Muds"
GLAZED
SUGARED
6391/2 N. 13th

-791

NEAT

ro EAT -TASTY TOO

PUPS TIN
THE DELICIOUS BAKED BISCUIT COT(D
HOT DOG ON A STICK

IS COMING
TO TOWN/
TODAY
Spartan Doughnut Shop

MAPLE BARS
PLAIN
CY 2-4394

’Red Peppers’ to be Presented; ,
Veteran, Brokenshire Play Leads
brfonicrlit at 8;30’ to_he Given
In Little Theagr March 9-17
Si/Jilt ’CAPUTO
"Red Peppers," an interlude with a vaudeville team, is one of
the Ares Awed plao Director John R. Kerr has selected for Noel
Coward’s 70/might ,M,13;30,!: -,opening Thursday, March 9, in. the
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SJSC Phelan
Vandenberg
Contest Opens; Outlines Program
Recent Cominunications
RC Blood Bank Offers $250
Tells Air Force Needs
Needs Donors
Prize money totaling $250 will
Tie awarded to the six division
winners in the Phelan Literary
contest, accorcling.fo Mrs. Bobbie
Waddington, secretary of the English de . : rtment.
Tentative apportionment of the
prize money arards $25 first place
money to the /winners of the sonnet and play categories, Mrs.
Waddington stated that due to
the scarcity of good material and
difficulty in writing either manuscript, the _ awards hays_ been
raised five dollars over the other
divisions.
According to pendiqg figures,
second and third place Winners for
all-six divisions-will-receive $15
and $5 respectively.
Manuscripts are being accepted
_the_following_divisions sonnet,
play, lyric, free verse, essay, and
short story.
Deadline for all contributions is
Friday, APril 7, 1950. They must
be submitted to the English department office, H28.

-Gen: Huyt S. VandenbergTehief
of staff, U.S. ’Air’ Force, expressed,
his satisfaction .with the college,
Aviatind Cadet recruitment pro,
The Red Cross will, set rup this
gram, in a letter to Dr.. T. W.
Little Theater. "Still Life" and
blood bank in the Student Union
_
MacQuarrie recently.
"Family Album" are the two other
on arch 14.
u.ents may pledge
General Vandenberg announced
plays.
a pint of blood by signing up in
the number of college graduates
In the leading roles of George
the Library arch.
in the Officer Candidate school
and Lily Pepper, a song and dance
According to Don Schaeffer, the
program has increased from four
Refunds on the USF-SJS
team, are Jim Veteran and Nancy
percent to 67 .percenf. between
Brokenshire. Their acts within the game tickets can be picked up, last attempt...by. the Red Cross to
July 1949 and Jan. 1950. The
play consist of a "Man About beginning this morning In the get blood ended in a dismal
number of college .graduates in
Town" number,- with tails, silk Graduate Manager’s office. Stu- failure.
the Aviation Cade? program has
hats- and panes, and a "Sailor" dents must have signed -up-tor
"We
iliould
get
on
the
ball this
increased from 1.5 per cent to 2.3
dance-routine, with dark blue refunds earlier in the week. time," Don urged, "and really
per ceht.
Sailor clothes and exaggerated
show them what we can do."
In the letter, General Vandenbell-bottomed trousers. One of
berg also announced recent
’Minors must get their parents
the songs featured is "Has -Any=
changes in pay and eligibility repermission to give blood. The
body SeenOur. Ship?"
quirements of the Aviation Cadet
booth In the Library arch has the
The action of the play tikes
program. The new pay scale for
forms to till out, and take .home.
place on the stage of Palace of
young men Who have coifiplefed
Varieties in one riT -11%sinaller
Illood-Tgrv-ers are cautioned not
Otho Clinton Williams, assistant
one year of flying training is
English provincial towns.
to
drink
milk
or
eat
for
four
hours
professor of English at San Jose
about $5000 a year. "I believe this
before the appointment. However,
Singing and dancing are not State college since 1946, received fruit juices may be taken.
compares favorably with the averthe only talents of the Peppers, a Doctor of Philosophy degree
age pay of young men starting
The
giving
of
blood
is
on
a
volfor they have a positive genius from the University of California
out in civilian enterprise, Gen.
untary
basis
only.
for picking quarrels and insult- at Berkeley recently. His disserVandenberg said.
ing co-workers. The house musi- tation was entitled "A Study of
Another new requirement for
cal director, Bert, played by Daniel Defoe’s ’The Complete Engapplicants for pilot and navigator
Jerry McCawley, comes to their lish Tradesman’, as a Preliminary
training is that they must be
dressing room to bum a cigar- to a Critical and Definitive Edisingle and have completed two
tion",
ette and a drink.
years of college work.
Dr. Williams was born in Fort
"From time to time, U.S. Air
During the conversation they Worth, Tex., in 1908. ’He received
Force officer teams will visit your
By DIXIE WISE
chide Bert for accompanying them an A.B. from University of Cali"Summertime camp counselling jobs may be the answer to some school to interview prospects and
In the wrong tempo, call him a fornia at Los Angeles in 1930 and
i ng
administer pr,Fliminary quad
drunk, and throw him out of their his M.A. degree at the University students’ worries about jobs after school is out in June," Dr. Irene
Gen.v
enberg
fo,sntanimaxe
dressing room. Mr. Edwards the
head
of
San
Jose
State
college’s
Women’s
Physical Education. -addedSouthern California in1.935._____Palmer,
-------’house manager, played by Jim
department, told the Spartan
The general also expressed his
Clark, comes to defend Bert and
Daily yesterday.
delight in the response of Dr.
he is also insulted.
All students, whether P.E., gen- MacQuarrie and San Jose State
On stage for their second show,
eral elementary, or kindergarten- college in assisting the Air Force
Bert seeks revenge. He plays the
primary_ majors,. may apply, she in meeting its goal.
aCcompamment so fast ’the -Pepsaid. "In fact, the experience is
pers have to increase their dance
invaluable to students in those
Beta Lambda chapter of Phi Alpha Theta, national history honor fields. But it can be a summer
tempo, ending the show in a hilsociety, initiated three members Feb. 21, at the First Methodist of fun and interest to any book- SAN
arious uproar.
Entered as second class matter April 24, 1934,
Supporting players are Marie church, according to Dr. Dudley T. Moorhead, adviser to the group. worn student," Dr. Palmer pointed et
San Jose, California, under the act of
March 3, 1179.
Guzzetti as Mable Grace and Russ Marvin Jensen, John Sproat, and
out.
Full leased wire service of United Press.
Scimeca as Alf.
Counsellors are especially Press of this Globe Printing C,ompany, 1445 S.
Richard Thompson are the new
St., San Jose, California. Member, Cali-"Red Peppers" will be In mod- initiates.
wanted who are skilled in arts First
fornia Newspaper Publisher’s Association.
.r4cin dress, with appropriate vaudeand crafts, music and drama,
A banquets/ fpilowed’ the initiav le costumes for the "Sailor"
water front direction, and proand "Man About Town" singing lion, and new members were ingram planning. Any student with
and dancing sequences.
experience in these-lines is almost
troduced by Chapter . Preiident
Dr. Donald Alden, professor
Mlles Bernelee Prisk and Mr.. Nornfan, Robertson, Dr. Vincent from the English department, will assured of special job consideraChez Haehl are In charge of Corosso spoke briefly on the ac- address members of the Philoso- tion,, shepmaC".de da
directors .don’t expect
costumes. J. Wendell Johnson tivities of the University of Cali- phy club at 8 o’clock tonight in
the counsellors to be experts, but
has designed the back -stage setthe Presbyterian Youth center, ac- a general interest in children and
ting and construction is under /ornia chapter.
cording to Dr. Elmo Robinson, young people is desired," she said.
the supervision of Jim Lioi and
Phi Alpha Theta is the national philosophy profetsor.
Student interviews with individDoug Morrisson.
"Philosophy and Literature" will ual camp directors will begin the
fraternity of upper division and
Mrs. Virginia Jennings is direct- graduate history students, and the be the subject of. Dr. Alden’s ad- second week in the spring quarter.
local chapter, which was installed dress. The Presbyterian Youth They will be conducted in the
ing the dan& sequences.
Joe Guzzetti is stage manager; in May, 1948, currently has 21 enter is located at 156 S. Third Women’s" gym. Students wishing
^
members on campus. Only history street.
Ivan Van Perre, electrician.
summer camp jobs should come
Any students wishing to come into the Women’s gym sometime
"Tonight At 8:30" will play majors who have completed 18
March 9-17, with the exception of units of history with a 2.5 grade are welcome.
soon, Dr. Palmer said, to get furpoint average, and college teachSunday, _March 12.
ther information and make out
ers of history with recognized deapplication.
grees in the field are eligible for
The jobs usually run in twomembership, Dr. Moorhead said.
week sessions but you may continue working during the entire
Student members of Phi Alpha
Tak advantage of this 10% reducvacation period. Compensation is
Theta include Mrs. Winifred Helm
tion offer to all S.J.S. student body
determined accdrding to type of
Farris, Jo Ann Smith, Jacquelinecard holders.
room
is
free
and
job.
Board
and
A
total
of
$1590
was
gained
by
1Townsend, Norman Robertson, J.
profrequently
is
transportation
customers
of
Alpha
Phi
Omega’s
Marty Moreau and Eugene Taylor.
All pal f-time playground direcoakiand I Dr. Moorhead is an assistant pro- Winter quarter book exchange but vided.
I
-Camp-loeations-inelude-the-84of that -8tIftt -in- hooka-Recreation department must be fe3""r 1.311:517.
money went unclaimed by forget- erra and Santh Crug mountains,
geTVice eligibilful students, according to Ex- Trinity county in northern CaliCY 3-9754
276 S. 1st
ity lists, it was announced by the Q
fornia, and the Russian river. Men
change Chairman Fred Michels.
Placement office.
Nearly 49 per cent or 723 of the are invited to apply, too.
Any students anticipating part1459 books offered at the buying
nffatS
must
time employment in Oakla d
and selling mart located in the
also qualify by taking a civil-servClarence W. Quinley, Jr., has Student Union found new coulters.
ice examination.
joined the staff of the Registrar’s An average of almost $2.20. was
Examinations are open to resioffice
as an evaluation officer and paid for cacti book, including those
dents of California who are 19
-become_a_funitime employee not called for.. These latter were
years of age _anTover. Deadline
of the college after getting his bought by the California Book
for filing application is 4 p.m. degree at the end of this quarter, store, the proceeds going to the
March 10.
according to Miss Viola Palmer, book exchange fund.
Secure application forms from
The exchange was kept open
registrar.
Civil Service Board, Room 323,
one day a week to allow students
City Hall, Oakland.
Quinley is a 1945 graduate of to get their money and unsold
The examination will be given Oakdale Union high school and books after the regular returns
Saturday morning, March 18. in attended Modesto junior college had been stopped. Even then more
Oakland.
before transferring to San Jose than 100 books were left for
A Phi 0 to dispose.
State college.
The annual teachers examina-in
tion---in-Albiunbra for positions
Baked Ham Sandwich
the Alhambra city and high school
Spencer Steak Sandwich
1.
April
given
be
will
districts
THEN tRY THE SHOP WITH THE EXPERIENCED,
Complete Fountain Service
Applications must be filed by
UNION BARBERS WHO WILL CUT YOUR HAIR
March 17. Check with the Placement office for complete informaTHE WAY YOU WANT IT CUT! Your appearance
tion.
drop in tois very important, so feel confident
day and visit the friendly barbers at our shop. Also
The Santa Clara county civil
excellent shoo
available for your convenience
service commission has announced
shining!
the dates of two examination* for
public assistance worker and senior puling assistance worker.
WIPP date 4o file an application
25 EAST SANTA CLARA
26 N. 1st -- 3 Doors North of Roos Bros.
Is March 10, and the examination
will be given April 1.

Pick Up Refunds

Mr. Otho Williams
Receives Doctorate

Vacation Camps Offer Jobs
As Counselors to Students

National History Society
Initiates Three Members

Philosophy Club
To Hear Dr. Alden

4

3

gm.

Spartan Daily
aosE STATE COLLEGE

SAVE

10%

On

Shoe Repairs

A Phi 0 Receives
Large Amount
From Exchange

Placement
Bulletin

NOW HEAR THIS!

ANTHONY’S .
Shoe Service

iiinlev to Join
R etristrar

Delicious Hamburgers

Made with quality
Eastern beef, served
with everything on
them, plus a salad.
350

Try Our Other Specialties

FEEL BAD ABOUT THAT LAST HAIRCUT?

Quality Food and Friendly. Service

COMMERCIAL BLDG. BARBER SHOP

BEDIG’S

SNACK BAR AND FOUNTAIN

Campus Radical Forces
Becoming Thing of Past
ex-president, stated, an "advanced herself (falsely) as a student from
anti-fascist youth organization in SC, she was welcomed with open
which Communists play a leading armir by a downtown Communist
group because "it is so hard to
role."
At first AYD flourished. At its interest SC students in Commu..
peak t, had 65, college and uni- nism."
versity chaptcrs. _By February,
_
How come?
Never really a significant part 1949, when it was formally disWhat is the reason or the genof campus life, the small, noisy solved, it had shrunk to a handeral decline of student radicalcolonies of radicalism planted at ful of chapters.
ism? The Communist -influenced
Ainerican universities in the two
No More AVD
radicals will tell you that . it is
decades following the first World
SC has never proved fertile soil the result of ’a period of reacwar have virtually- disappeared. for, student radicals. Nevertheless, tion," "the corrput press," "war
The hammer-and-sickle emblems it had its AYD chapter. Accord- hysteria."
are down from the rooming house ing to a former member, the SC
These are stock answes, but
walls. Only an occasionally faulty, chapter early in 1946 reached a not good ones. A member of a
clandestine mimeograph is to be peak strength of about 30 mem- small, anti-Communist, student
found still spewing forth its an- bers. The SC club fell apart long Socialist group puts it better:
nouncements of Marxist meetings. before the dissolution of the na"To most students radicalism
Very faintly, like a naive echo tional organization.
is identified with Communism.
from the past, come the eager
The AYD chapter at UCLA at
Most students, like other Ameripromises of the proletarian tomor- , one- point reached a strength of
cans, simply aren’t buying Comrow.
over 100. The neW-Communist.
The student of today, like his line successor to the AYD, the
This man claims that Socialist
counterpart of the 1930s, is inter- ; Labor Youth league, claims only
ested in putting the world in or- 40 members on the Bruin campus. student groups have actually
der. He is, -h.ever, more waryl A disillusioned ex -member sets gained slightly in strength recently. There are about six SC
pf blueprinted utopias. He finds the actual figure at 20 to 25.
expression for his idealism in the
Despite thorough investigation, students who admit affiliation
established, conventional political this reporter to date has not been with the Socialist party. Oddly
parties and organizations.
able to find a single, self-admitted enough, most of these are in the
Couldn’t Attract
member of the Labor Youth School of Religion. The Christian
dialectic, in this case, seem to
Throughout the depressioni league at SC.
Radicals have had a difficult have replaced the Marxist diayears and even for a brief period;
following World War II, Karl’ time at Troy. Scrupulously ignored lectic.
Marx societies, John Reed clubs, by the administration and faculty,
Liberals and native radicals
and similar organizations, open or never taken seriously by the great seem to have learned that it is
secret, were established on Amer- majority of students, would-be or- Impossible to work with Commuscan campuses. None of them ganizers have either graduated or niits: The history of such "popuwere ever large, but they were left school without gaining a- fol- lar-front"- organizations as the
American Student union graphicvocal and competently led. Un- lowing.
able to attract new members, or
In his 1949 report to the alum pi, ally demonstrates this. The ASU,
to hold old ones in the postwar President Fagg commented on an anti-fascist, collective-security
organization of the 1930s, emperiod, most of them have folded., this ideological resistance:
American Youth for Democracy I
"I think you will be amuØd and ’braced all shades of liberal and
is a good example. It was born in interested to know that ’vhen a left opinion. Without bothering to
1043 in the same ball where the! young reporter on a Lot Angeles consult the non-Communist memYoung Communist league had dis- newspaper ---anxious 0 get the bers its Communist leadership
solved itself the preceding day. It facts for a story o Communism summary junked it’ as the time
was to be, as Max Weiss. YCL, on college campu
represented of the Hitler-Stalin pact.
UNIV. OF SOUTHERN CALF.
Student radicatials that perennial bogey of the Sunday supplements, is rapidly becoming as
extinct as raccoon coats andStutz
lilearcats on , Postwar university

Rodent Music lath Charm to Sooth

Bop Artist Says It’s
Really Here to Stay
UNIV. OF SOUTHERN CALIF. Lester (Young) and Bird (Charlie Parker) storied interpreting
Bebop dead? You’re so wrong.
The guy who said it was Teddy, music in a new way."
Edwards. and afterwards he pick -1
This is the big thing in music,
ed up his’ hot little horn and!Teddy will tell you- -interpretaplayed it,I tion. He goes right along with
Teddy, -a young man of only 25 MilesDavis in giving the OK to
years, has. been a musician for; any kind of music as long as it’s
a dozen" .of ’them, and he just ’ played well. "Take guys like Arm.
can’t go along with critics of I strong and Harry James; they’re
modern music who say bop was; great in what they do. It’s just
only a fad and is quietly passing that they have a different apout.
j proach and interpretation."
Still Too New
I
Maybe the reason why bop rewas!
"It’s still too new," Teddy
pelled some people was because
saying, "but it’ll come on, just there
were a lot of bad musicians
give it some time."
trying to play it. "You can’t try
"You’ve got to move ahead with to
play anything and make it
the times in music, just like any -1
sound good . . . you’ve got to
thing else, you know." When Ted-1
really feel ti." Teddy says. And
dy started out everyone was try’-, what you feel
all cypends on your
ing to play like Johnny Hodges musical
education, your past agar Coleman Hawkins. "But then sociations, and your present environment.
Teddy doesn’t call his music
Students Request
"bop" or anything else. "I just
play The way I feel." He must
feel real good most of the time,
too, because he playa a very mellow tenor.
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV.-Get to the Kids
Approximately 35 students atThe way to bring bop back on
tended an open forum held Mon. with a charge is to get to the
clay night in the Maeser building. kids, Teddy says. "The young guys
Dean Ashworth headed the dis- are the ones we play for. They
cussion on the honor system.
know what we’re trying to do and
Most of those in attendance at they appreciate
it. And once we
the meeting were there for the have them sold they’ll be real
prime Ieason of learning more music fans for life."
about the Honor System, and
Teddy must be doing a real
understanding the position of the good job of salesmanship. too,
student In. regirds to it.
judging from the weekly youth
The forum was then formally hegira to the Hula Hut, where
for questions and discus- the Edwards guy builds fires unon. The first question pertained der a ’ boppin’ sextet with his
to the reporting of offenders of horn.
the Honor Code.
It was mad clear that a report
bearing the name of the accuser,
and the accused should be writSANDWICH SHOP
ten and ’handed to any member of
Candy
the Honor Council. The accused
Cigarettes
..Seridwielios
r
would then be questioned in the
105 EAST SANFERNANDO
presence ’of his accuser, In regular sessiop p1Stir ..1441,1r1:,C1r:

If ore Information

Two Weeks Supply
Of Coal; May Force
University Closing
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY.
Less than two weeks supply of
coal is in store at the university
power house, Edward J. Gibbons,
superintendent of the Buildings
and Grounds department," said
yesterday.
However, no plans have yet
been made concerning possible
closing of the university in the
event the national coal strike is
not settled before the supply on
hand runs out.
The present stock of coal here
is estimatetl at between 1,100 and
1,200 tons, an amount that will
supply steam to the university
buildings, and hospitals in the
area, for approximately 12 days.
Gibbons said that during yesterday’s below-zero weather the
power plant produced 90,000
pounds of steam per hour. At that
output the plant consumes about
8,000 pounds of coal each hour
during the University’s working
hours, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Utider present weather conditions the plant will also pAxiuce
60.000 pounds of team at night,
Gibbons indicated, burning almost
6,000 pounds of coal.

HOUSE of FLOWERS
234 S. 2nd

CY 4-6595

RICHARD WATRY
Exchange Editor
AN INTERESTING article is the first of which is to be awarded
one of the recent Sat. Eve, Post’s. March 31, 1950. The amount Of
It’s headed "How Our Commies the award will be $500 if the
Defame America Abrciad,"- and prite:Wituillig - script-- l’s of ohe.
was ..written by Vic Reinemer, a hour performance length,- or $250
University of Montana graduate. if it is a half-our script.
The over-all. competition began
HE STATES that the American
delegation to the World Youth Feb. 3, and will end June 30, 1930.
and Studetit -festival in Hungary Their are four monthly.competipictured the United States to the tionperiods which are Feb. 3 to
arch 20, April 1 to April- 20,
other ilelegates as a place where to
most young people "have no jobs May 1 to May 20, and June 1 to
at all, and walk’ the streets in June 20.
Here’s the scoop on the rest
search of employment."
REINEMER GIVES a detailed of it. . . .
A numbered entry blank must
factual report on the distorted
picture of the United States as be obtained for each hulivklual
presented by our delegation to script entered in the competi’the -MOW other-tielegates-from_all tion and must accompany the
over the world. He was a meMber stilimIiiikin:-Centest- rides- andof a small minority group in the the required blank must be obUnited States delegation which tained by writing directly to Diattempted unsuccessfully to.,hav, rector, CBS Awards headquartthe truth told about conditions in ers; 15 E. 47th street, New York
17, New York.
this country.
All ehtries must be original
HERE 18 WHAT a broelure.
television dramas ,which have
language.
Mkt
printed in four
never been produced on the air or
distributed to other delegates as
published. No adaptations from
a cultural presentation by the
novels, short stories, etcetera.
American delegation, said in Its
etcetera. Gotta be original. Prize
Introduction:
winning scripts will no longer beecodeveloping
"In a time of
long to the writer. It’s strictly
nomic crisis, the few of us lucky CBS’s once you’ve won.
enough to land jobs face declinSo poise those pencils ’’ and
ing wages, insecure seniority, grease that typewriter: You too
speed-up and campaigns of terror can write.
and sabotage of our unions. But
the greater part of our young
people have ,no jobs at all, and
walk the streets in search of
FINE WATCH REPAIRING
employment."

A. J. STADHEIM

No comment on this. Write in
your own in 25 words or less.
Inspired news for you guys and
gals itching to do some creative
writing:
The Columbia Broadcasting
system and World Video incorporated believe that a large number of tomorrow’s most gifted
television writers may be found
amohg the college and university students of today.
As an incentive CBS is. sponsoring a nationwide collegiate
writing competition, to be known
as the CBS award.
The contest is open to all students in American colleges and
universities and offers four prizes,

COTTON
PICKIN’S
GOOD NOW
IN

1=31 AIWS
LITTLE SHOP
Size 9 to 15

DRESSES
SPECIAL
VALUE AT
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Soft Pastels

Pastel Stripes

NORD’S

’

Poor Rttbarteci
%InutnatitF=Ao.

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
CAN SE YOURS
Corns In Today
Discount N.C.O. Cards

loy.

Tiny Checks
Combinations

85 E. San Fernando
CY 5-1820

Your Watch Cleaned,
Overhauled, Adjusted

$4.50

FOUNTAIN PENS REPAIRED

C. Omega Sorority
To Fete Plebes
At Fairmont Hotel
The 1950 pledge class of Chi
Omega sorority will be honored
at a semi-formal dance to be given
this Saturday evening in the Red
room of the Fairmont hotel in
San Francisco.
,

Sigma Ganuna Omega Don Millard, Stan George, Earl Gaisness,
Bill McKinney, and Tom .Burch reminisce while looking at the chapter scrapbook. SGO, oldest on-campus social Iraternity, %%Ili lose
local autonomy when it affiliates with Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
In ceremonies over the weekend. Individual rites will begin tomorrow afternoon at the chapter house. Sigma Gamma Omega closed its
books as a local fraternity with its final meeting Monday night.
photo by 4. Arthur Gmelin

. Alp La Omicron Pis

To Stage Pledge Dance
At Hotel Mark Hopkins
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority will stage its annual formal pledge
dance on Saturday. March 4, in the Room of the Dons of Hotel Mark
Hopkins. Pledges, members, alumnae and guests will dance to the
music of Frank Beasley’s
orchestra.
Highlight of the evening will be
introduction of the pledges.. As
each girl’s name is announced she
and her escort will dance onto the
floor to the strains of the AOPI
sweetheart song.
pledges include Joan
AOPi
Diane Altimus, Jacque
Alley,
Andre, Anita’ Bass, Mary Lou
Bachmann, Jacqueline ---Bessiere,
Marguerite Crawford, Helen Chalmers, Pauline Day, Joanne Eagerlund, Joan Fitzgerald, Janet Fraser, Joyce Frost, Dorothy Gibson,
LaVerne Kuelin, Jitc4uelifle Larsen. lienriette Lloyd, Virginia Pendell, Winifred Rogers. Phyllis
REIM’, Pat Reed, Claire Silvera,
Markin- Summers. Ruth -Swindal,
Ardene Samuels, Alicia Ward, and
Jean Welke.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gould
will be among the faculty sponsors. Dr. and Mrs. ’George Greco
of Hillsborough will also be chaperones.
Co-chairmen for the dance are
Joan Greco and Catherine Savinovich. Other committee members
are: Pat Anthony and Jane Brady,
decorations and pledge introduction ,and Pat Welch, bids.

Delta Gammas Use
Flower Theme
For Pledge Ball
A "Ilio..som Time" theme will
welcome the pledges of Delta
’Gamma sorority to their annual
pledge dance; March 4. at the Peninsula V(untry club in San Mateo.
Sheldob Taix and his orchestra
will furnish the music for the formal affair which will last from
9 to 1 o’clock.
Twenty-two .pledgespil their
escorts will be preseniT.d through
a flowered arch to sorority members and alumnae.
Miss Sally Matignon is in
charge of general ,plans for the
dance while Miss Dorothy Bourquin is in charge of bids.
Patrons will be Mrs. Harold
Greenman housemother; Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Lanyon; and Mr. and
Mrs. D. R. Martin.

Spartan Pair Plan
August Wedding
A late August wedding is in the
offing for Coleen Briscoe and Walter Kenneth Johnson, both students at San Jose State college.
The bride-elect is a senior education ’major from Los Angeles.
She is a member of the Senior

9p.mc110 CSTA, and, Newman club.

Spinners
To Folk Dance
At Grade School

.Spartan

Spartan Spinners will feature
authentic folk dances and refreshments tonight at their folk-dancing party to be held at Washington school from 7:30 p.m. to 10:30
p.m., according to Jack Gtifden,
publicity ’chairman for the group.
Also featured on the program
will be progressive dancing designed for everyone to get acquainted. Among the authentic
foreign dances will be "Bruber
Lustig", a German couples dance,
the "Hopak," a Russian dance, and
a Canadian barn dance which is
performed in squares.
Robinette Woodside i in charge
of refreshments which will consist of soft drinks, sandwiches and
cookies. General chairman for the
affair is Louise Wurfer, and program chairmen are Ted Watson
and Pat Reed.
Golden says that the all-costume affair is open to all folk
dancers, not only members of the
Spartan Spinners.

Tau Delta Phi Prat’
Plans Semi-Formal
A semi -formal dance is being
planned by Tau Delta Phi, men’s
scholastic honor fraternity, to be
held March 3 at the La Rinconada
country club.
Music for the dance will be
provided by Freddie Dutton and
his orchestra. Patrons are Dean
and Mrs. Patit PiTrfUm-. -Prospect-ive members are invited.

,S2ociely Cyclorama
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Alpha Phi Sorority

All members and alumnae have
been invited to attend the annual
event, which will be held from
9’_ o’clock. Herb Patnoe’s orchestra will _furnish the music for
the dance.

To Hold Neophyte Dance

Patrons and patronesses will include Dr. and Mrs. G. A. MacCallum, Mrs. Grace, grown, Miss Marie Carr, and Mr. and Mrs. DeWitt
Portal,

the

At Casa Del Rey Hotel
The Rose Room of the Casa Del Rey hotel in Santa Cruz will be
of the Alpha Phi sorority pledge dance this Friday.
Bob Russel and his orchestra will furnish the music for the dance
which will last from 9 to 1 o’clock.1
site

Patrons will be Mr. and Mrs.
Pat Peck, Marilyn Holmes and Charles Stevens and Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Phyllis
Jeanne Kerwin are in charge of Victor Cauhape.
Bolinger and Miss Kate Carson are
the arrangements for the dance.
in charge of arrangements.
Members of the pledge class
Bartlett
Pledges are:
are Lou Anne DeLude, Patricia Bitty Bessler, Barbara
McKim, Dora Jean Hanlon, Doris .Patricia Black, Carol BreckenAnn ’vans, Billy Crowell, Jean ridge, ElizabetheCameron, Shirley
Quadros, Barbara Withey, Betty Cumiskey, Nanly Marie Curry,
June Smith, Joan Rogers, Pat Ab- Donna Dalton, Deborah Dickey,
Jacqueline Dowdall, Donna Eisele,
lett, Lucy Vail, Jane Howard, SalCarolyn Fink.
ly Hills, Nancy Walton, Anne
Balbina Grattone, Jeanette
Leichem, Betty Morse. Nancy Gribbs, Pat Harris, Barbara Ann
Lee, Marilyn Roberts. Betty Hocking, Janet Houplin, Mildred
Hoenshell.
Knowles.
Marcia Martin, Dorothy Gay
Polly LaMont, Nadia Herter,
Donna Monroe, Marcia Whitaker, McCormack, Margaret McDonnell,
Mona McNulty, Merle Miller,
Frances Hoffmann, Peggy Dodds
Patricia Savage, Betty Jean Fussel, Gloria Knotts, Doris Heringer, Norma Welch, Jackie Avery,
Martha Ann
Elizabeth Findlay,
Craft, Shirley Erickson, Ruth
Mahr and Joan Busek.

IDA’S ALTERATION
SHOP
FOR RENT:

Sigma Pis Obtain
Faculty Adviser
Mr. Paul Eckel’’, economics instructor at San Jose -State, has
accepted the post of adviser to the
local Sigma Pi- Colony, it was annotinced Wednesday by Robert
Allen, fiaternity sage.
Mr. Ecker is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa. He also belonged to
Sigma Tau fraternity at Pomona
College where he received his A.B.

Blanche Moore, Elizabeth Moore,
Pace,
Carol
Newport,
Nancy
Romany Gay Richardson, Dorothy
Rokusek, Mary E. Thorpe,. and
Ann Winekler.

SAN JOSE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
ENDS TON1TE6regory Peck

"THE GREAT
SINNER"
ALSO
Gloria Henry

"AIR HOSTESS"
FRIDAYSATURDAY

"IMPACT"
ALSO
Rod Cameron

"STAMPEDE"

white Dinner Jackets
WE SELL
HOUSE COATS
LADIES’ LINGERIE
Alterations and Repairing
LEATHER JACKETS

SUNDAYMONDAY
Fred Astaire

Ginger Rogers

"BARKLEYS OF
BROADWAY"
PLUS
Farley Granger

BandsZippers

CLEANING SERVICE _
Call Day or Night
Bus. CV 2-9102 Res. CV 2-3382
33 W. SAN ANTONIO
"

Ella Raines

Brian Donlevy

TUXEDOS

RelineCuffsWaist

Ave Gardner

"THEY LIVE BY NIGHT"
13th and Gish Road

SPRING FORMAL

SALE!

39 GOWNS
REDUCED TO

CLEAR!

16 FORMALS In This Group
S

!
sniTaffettas!
ta001$
Organdies!
Values to $39-95
Sizes 9 to 17

’12_=FORMALS
Marquisettes! Taffettas! Satins!
Values to $49.95
Sizes 9 to 18

11 FORMALS
Nets! Satins! Taffettas! Organdies!
Values to $59.95
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Arnold’s Surf Court
Santa Cruz
Offers Special Rates
for
Easter Vacation
To College Students

$500

136 Leibrandt Ave., Santa Cruz
Phol-174586-W

wakes to 29,95

TAKE ADVANTAGE of these exceptional values for adding
another gown to your wardrobe.... Assorted pastels in many
lovely and chic designs.
Our collection is increasing with new arrivals every day!
New ankle-length and full-length formals in a vast array of
color and fabrics. From 29.95 up.

OUR SALE BEGINS TODAY
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY MARCH

Rush for Reservations

Arnold’s Surf Court
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Open Thursday ’till 9 P.M.1
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CY 4-4450
36 So. 2nd St.
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Ceramics: Ancient Art Takes Modern Role

Marcel Jolimay, Danald Peterion.and Jewel Riddle apply the coil- method to the formation of bowls.
6

SPARTAN DAILY

In the beginning ,class the work is done by hand. Here Marvin
Hess and Leslie Koch are shown- using the cell method its well as
hand work.

,,lifaTeari, 1950
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In the Design far Ceramics Processes class Walter Landaker works on a press mold while Doris Dees
polirs liquid clay Into a mold.

Mr. Herbert Sanders works on the potter’s wheel as a large bowl
begins to take shape.

In the advanced class, La Yonne Wardrip and Robert Fritz use potter’s wheel to form earthenware
eh* into pottery.

SJS Students Master Ceramics Techniques
By JACK HADDON
San Jose State college still uses equipment which is the same inprinciple as that originated by the peoples of ancient Greece and
Egypt. According to Mr. Herbert H. Sanders, associate professor
of art, th, principle of the potter’s wheel, used in the ceramics
classes here, firs+ was used back in the days of early Greece and
EgYpt

American Indians in their pottery
He qualified his remark, how- making.
ever, by saying that the potter’s
The students also are shown
wheel now used, is a vast improve- techniques of producing pottel-T:tient over that of the ancients,
and glazing in the heginningeelvss,
Students are started in the be.--rtatight-by -Mr. Lonard 0.1kariinning classes with hand work ley of the Art department.
In elay..knowrens the-osii.nsethodef The Designs kw .Q.eramits Pro:
’This method was used by the early cesses class, taught by Mr. James

Lovers, Is the next step.
.11iitlie class Students are interested in designing objects
which will be suitable for mass
production and yet are artistic.
Mr. flames Lovera and Barbara Cabbage discuss a serving bow I
*The result should he functional
froM -the standpoint if design, function, and production.
In design, yet have sales appeal.
According to Mr. Lovera, it is the molds and when it is dry it is [ perature of 1886 F.
It . is tisa
not uncommon for students 1 o removed and fired in_ the furnaces, -ealied---"cmce-ffri.:1’ or
"biscuit
study potterysoki in ittOres and
In the advanced class taught ware.’ Following this, a glaze i.-i
come up with a better design
by Mr. Sanders, the students use sprayed, painted, or dipped onto
which ban be More easily pro- tl.e potter’s wheel to form the the pottery and it is retired. This.
’which
duced.
pottery.-- Dere, ton, an eartheit-.- type of p:Ateri is known ka ’glost:
were" rind is fired at temporal
The pottery is made by Clay or ware clay Is used.
plaster. caSiing and %press molds.
When the-ertirte ’has been form. tures ranging from 1418’ 16
Earthenware clay is poured into ed, it is fired in a kiln at a tem- 2306- F
.e.-assaassgi=meg!ssiasonisszras....s.sr,%wit 4aLsonerasarilinediteeltlitaii.AMIL7.411111C161>rAMINMILMI
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oldie,r Mitters Box
tate Ringthen Tonight
By AL GROSS’
San Jose State college finally will engage in a boxing meet with
ert Ord tonight at 9 o’clock, according to Dee Portal, coach of the
Spartan boxing team.
Meets with tile soldiers had been scheduled twice during the
season, but were cancelled both times because the .,Ordmen could

not muster aufficient personnel to
cope’ with Portal’s charges.
Ftrt MVIOnd origirtollY been
n
scheduled for thiatiate,
but in a
artranft, San
letter to Glenn
Jose State athletic director, a
Fort Mason official listed heavy
losses in personnel leading to the
I disbanding of the team as the
reason for cancellation.
As a boxing aggregation, the
soldiers are an unknown quantity,
and Portal will probably have to
select his men at the last minute
to face them. The following men
tonight
NVril probably see action
tor San Jose: Mac Martinez, Ed
Martin, Ted Ratliff, Johnny Johnsop, Jim McDonald, Raul Diez,
Pcite Franusich,. and Jack Sche-

SJS Ends Casaba
Sked Friday Night
Against Gauchos.

Matmen Prep for.
Oakland Tourney

The Spartan cage 0.11thedule
ends Eriday night when San Jose
State
Santa
Barbara’s
plays
Gauchos in the Men’s gym. The
CCAA tilt, whether a win or
loss, will still give Coach McPherson’s quintet second place in
conference standings.
Pepperdine downed San Diego
State Tuesday, 64-55 in an overtime game for their first California Collegiate Athletic Association crown. The Waves marked
their entry in conference play
this season with an 8-2 record.
Co -captains Stu Ininan and Bob
uest hoff.. Ralph Romero-- - -and
Junior Morgan will play their last
game for State in the Gaucho
game. Bob Thomason will also
leave the Spartan court this sea son.

No second place hopes resided
in the minds of the San Jose State
college wrestlers today as they
wound themselves for the big
week end doings in the Far Western Invitational eliampionship at
the OaklandYMCA.
Since the rules regarding the
grip meet state that scoring will
be done by teams that are entercel, the guiding eye for the
Spartan warriors, Ted. Mumby,
will be dividing his 15 entrees
inte two -squads-for TheRealizing that the chances of
his mat pihners winning the
events will depend upon the corn petition to be represented at the
FW, Mumby has ordered a trimming of the wastelines for his
lightweight division holders. Ben
Ichikawa and Don Suzukiwa have
rye-krisped down from the 128-lb.
scalings to the 121 lb. spots.

,he Spartans will be trying for
ivory no. 11 tonight, having
had trouble only with the Camp
Pendleton Marines whom they
rnt,et is’. a return encounter here
or Mar. 9. The season’s record is
as follows: S. J. 13%, SFCC 3%;
S.’J. Ve. Cal Poly 5%; S. J. 8’,C,
!%lbffett Field 4: S. J. -51i; Camp,
Stoneman 1%; S. J. 614, Camp
Pendleton 4%; S. J.
Comp1; S. J. 9,
Fairfield-Spisun
ton
Air Base 0; S. J. 6, Yuba 2; S. J.
R. El Toro 0; S. J. 9, S. F. State 1.
The rifle meet between Cal
It must be noted, however, that Aggies and the Spartan Shootonly a few of the above matches ers, which wee scheduled for
did Portal use his entire group the college ridge this afternoon,
of top men. In fact, during the has been cancelled until next
past four years, San Jose has had Thursday, It was announced
to use its entire first unit only Yesterday.
.six times.
Tomorrow night a team of
Spartan rookies sprinkled with a
tcw varsity gladiators will journey to Placerville for a clash
with Placer Junior College. Those
’included on the, list are Ernie
Paramo, Keith Bayne, Vic Harris,
Two diamond teams, performIn Camp, Mel Reabold. 13i11 ing under the banners of San
Mendoza, Ray Grove, Ron Perrgio, Jsise State college war, We
Al Weimers and Darrell Dukes. vcrsity of Stanford, will pityq%*
The leading boxer on the San , their 1950 baseball scheddles gar
lose varsity is heavyweight Jack urday afternoon in Palo Alto at
ScheberiPs with 7-0. Ile ’has five 2:30 p.m.
.
knockouts of the seven wins.
A tentative line-up and batting
order for the Spartans has been
released by Coaeli Walt William’s.
T1 is: Earl Wright, ef: Tom Okagalci:’ 2b; Mel Stein, lb; Don Lopes,
Wil
rf;
Frederick,
Jack
ss:
Concklin. 3E): Stan, Peterson, If;
Dave McCarty, c; and Pete
Mesa p.
Twenty-four players are listed
on Williams’ official roster, but
Bob Wuesthoff and Ralph Romero
and you will find a wide selection of
will not report until after Frinationally advortisod merchandise ..
If any article foils in its qualify, I
day’s game with Santa Barbara.
make full replacement. You must be
It is unlikely that either will be
completely satisfied when you trade
able to go against the Indians.
hors .
If it’s new. we have it or
will got is, and quickly ... Look for
the latest ;II exclusive novelties here,

Gym Squad Faces
Visiting SF Teams
Swinging their way into the
last two weeks of the gymnastic
season, the San Jose Spartan
stylists perform in the Men’s gym
against the San Francisco Olympic
club and YMCA teams Saturday
afternoon at 2 o’clock.
The Staters, holding the 1949
CCAA ’gym crown, led by team
skipper, Dick Brown, will meet
the ’Frisco visitors in preparation
for next week’s CCAA finals.
Guiding the Olympians destinies
will be a veteran organization,
led by Artists Ted *Knight and
John Gardner. Gardner, whose
age is past the 40 mark, has been
the champion gymnastic performer on the coast for many years.
Knight specializes in the parallel
bars, rings, and tree exercise

Rifle Meet Off

DiamondMenOpen
Season Saturday

events.
s

Mermen
tate
u
re
soL
,
To Tigers, 59-16
College of Pacific scored a 59-16
victory over the San ..fttse State
college swimmers yesterday after-.
noon in Stockton.
Pat McConnell and Georg eHaines were the only winners for
the Spartans. McConnell captured
the diving event and Haines managed a tie in the 50-yd. free style.
Don Lee grabbed a second place
in the 440-yd. free style and took
third in the 220-yd. distance.
Haines added another point for
San Jose with a third place fin
ish in the 100-yd. free style, and
Dick Lebedeff and Murray took
third spots in the 150-yd. backstroke and 200-yd. breaststroke,
respectively.

Look
Here

too.

Jim Mote
& Gift Shop
615. Fast St.
CY 2-8642
Where you can buy with confidence.

51te Pose

Shop

Specials for Group Corsage Orders
FREE DELIVERY
Phone CY 4-7534 Nit. Cl. 8-4293
402 S. FIRST ST.

LET’S GET IN SHAPE NOW!
New that the warm weather is
here, are you ready for the
long list of activities/ Wort
or play, you will lama to be in
condition to keep up with the
gang. Chek on yourself
and if you aren’t up to par
deo, in soon and talk to
"Homo." Look well, foal well.

Free, Personalized
Consultations
Beginners Welcome
and
.
Given Special Instruction
-REASONAKE RATES
Individual Instruction
for

MEN AND WOMEN
by

HARPO ANDREWS
Instructor

HEALTH UNLIMITED, INC.
130 POST ST. (Corner Post & S. Market)

Tennismen Defeat
Hartnell in Opener

. GLEN ,r71,111,1",’ *4 4ATRANFT, sincere 114steht-lEettcation director at San Jose State
college, gave the Student Council
the straight dope on the indoor
sports Situation at a recent meeting.
We wish that more students,
than those present at the Council
meeting could have heard Hartranft speak.
He knows in which direction
San Jose State wants to go. He
knows in which direction the students want the school to go in
sports. Towards the big time. It
is no -seopet -that, San Jose is
headed, and has started in that
direction,
But without student ceoperation the teams are handcuffed.
The suggestion that Hamann
Put , forth is a solid one. :t calls
for charging of San Jose State
students at
basket ball games.
How much? Well, that depends.
Just enough to meet guarantees
in most cases.
There is no logic in San Jose
traveling to the Cow Palace to
meet big name opponents. We
did it this year on three planned
occasions and one afterthought.
When we met Bowling Green and
West Virginia State we had to
guarantee the teams $500 each.
The intake was sliced five ways,
the teams participation in the
double-header and the Cow Palace. But, nevertheless, the eastern
visitors are guaranteed a flat sum
which the host team must make
good.
San Jose State still wants to
play in the Cow Palace, but it
only wants to play two or three
games. And why should we stop
our big name schedule at three
games. No reason for that.
Hartranft says he can get big
teams to play in Spartan gym,
for a price.
We could have Bowling- Green.
CCNY, Kentucky, or equivalents
on the local iwenuses it we could
pay them.
We could get. an Eastern seaboard team out here for a maximum of $1.000. The gym holds
2500. If only students were in
attendance and each one was
charged 50 cents we’d
have
enough.
A team from the Midwest or
Rocky Mountain area could be
guaranteed on a lesser sum. Students would pay 25 cents.
If that isn’t a low cost for an
evening of high class entertain-

CAMBRIAN BAVARIAN
GARDENS
A SNACK OR A MEAL
San Jose-Los Gatos Highway 17
at Union Ave.
Phone Complain 2231

ment, what is?
When we go to the Cow Palace We- pay 50 cents and drive
100 miles. At the USF game some
had to pay $1. Hartranft Stood by
the students. He did everything
in his power to refund the money
to those who were "taken."
The t’ouncil is letting the
matter ride for the time bAng.
Hartrauft wants student opinion on the proposal. A little student pressure on the Council
would put the suggestion over.
The ’Spartan Daily sports staff
wants to recommend to the
student body that Hartranft be
backed all the way.
As: we mentioned he definitely
has the welfare of the students
and school athletics in mind. He’ll
go to bat for us any time. We
- him our backing and
should give
in so doing benefit San Jose State
college.
SPARTAN CAGERS AS A
UNIT wind up their season tomorrow. But the locals as individuals will carry their talents to
other fronts. Stu :nman, jack of
all ’positions and leading scorer
will play for Stewart’s Chevrolet.
That’s quite an accomplishment. In
Bay Area talent Stewarts reached
for Inman, Stanford’s George
Yardley and Cal’s Robert Walker.
The auto five plans to make
headway in the national AAU
tourney.
Don MeCaslin, George Clark,
Dean Giles, and Chuck Crampton will play for the local "Blue
Barons" in the PA tourney in
San Francisco. They also have
their eye on the Denver AAU
triurney. The Barons are seeded,
so they’re not taken lightly.
Bob Wuesthoff plans to hang
up the Keds after tomorrow’s
game and turn his attention to
baseball. Not college ball however. Watch for the local all around at
to sign with a
big league club in. the near future.

IT’S MY DUTY!
To give you a reminder to stop in at
OTTO GALBRAITH’S and look at
some of his fin* bargains.

Compton Corduroy Jacket
$17.50
Silas 36 to 44 Regular,
38 to 42 Longs
COME IN TODAY!

OTTO GALBRAITH
22 W. SAN ANTONIO

ATTENTION
GOLFERS

Hart nen college’s tennis squad
I gave the San Jose State college
netters no effective competition
yesterday on the Spartan courts
as the locals opened the season
with a 7-0 vNtory.
Slaming across winning matches
for the host team were Bob Castle, Don Gale, Jerry Carlson, Bud
Wilkinson, and Larry Mumma.
Ilartnell’s standout Jerry Skillicorn gave Mumma an overtime
tussle, but the State player came.
on top with repeating scores of
8-6 and 8-6.
.,

1

Monthly Rate Cards
are now available
with ASB Card

Only $4.00
Golf any day of the
week except Sat.,
Sun. & Holidays

Boxing Tickets
No tickets for the Pacific
Boxing
Intercollegiate
Coast
championships will be sold in
San Jose. Tickets go on sale
tomorrow afternoon in Sacramento at Sports Store, 318 .1
Street, Matt Rainey, 007 K
Street and Hale Bros, Men’s
Shop, 9th and K Atreets,

SPARTAN ’DAILY ’7

HILLVIEW GOLF COURSE
TULLY ROAD

CY 5-8550
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Vets News
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VA Ruling Allows Veterans
To Extend School Benefits

CCF Veatures Spartans May Purchase Sftion Books
Noted Author For Si Players Movie Series Here

Guest speaker at the campus
The San Jose Players are offermeeting of the Collegiate Christian
books at $1.50 for a
Fellowship in Room S31 at 12:30 ing season
series which starts April
p.m. today, will be Miss
Hol- six-show
May 31, Joseph Gualingsworth, noted Christian author, 12 and ends
zetti, movie chairman announced
lecturer,
and
staff
member
of
the
training
or
extended
back
leave
buying
Veterans interested in
Books go on sale today
national Inter-Varsity Cliristian yesterday.
time, to increase their period of eligibility, are requested to
in the Speech office, Room 57.
-.
Fellowship.
_
write to the Chief, Registration and Research section, VetIndividual- tickets to the shows
Miss Hollingsworth’s talk will
erans administration, 49 Fourth street, San Francisco, accordbe sold at the door only on
will
by
the
administration.
stress
Veterans
the
importance
of the Bible
ing to a recent announcement
of the showing. Price for
the-night
in modern times. Today’s speaker
The veteran will be informed of
is 30 cents.
is best known in the United States individual tickets
the specific amount of entitlemen’t’
for her Bible study series:and the
Anperson and Michael
Judith
and the exact amount of money
current issue of HIS magazine. Chekhov are stars of the first
that should be refunded to the VA.
IVCF publication, contains her movie, "Spectre of the Rose,"
The Veterans administration ex- Bible study lessons.
seript of which was written by
plained, that if a veteran has
Ben Hecht and ChatIes Mac"Should We Recognize Corn- days of entitlement remaining, ". According to Stan Eicstrand, Arthur.
munist China?" will be discussed which is one day more than one OCF president, Miss Hollingsworth
The second show scheduled in
by the International Relations half of a school quarter, the VA has been associated with the IVCF
elub-- at Audayik,- meeting-In- the will pay tuition. books. and., sub- in the United States since it was the series is "Ivan the Terrible,"
"Y" lounge, 220 S. Seventh street sistence for the entire quarter. If siartecI at the-University-orMleh- 1 a- Russian fiFin; ofor
at 3:30 p.m.
the veterans has less than the re- igen, shortly before World War II. April 19. The musical litote
A report of a meeting held at quired entitlement, he may raise Since that time, chapters of the this historical epic is by ProkoStanford TUeltda.i. attended by It to the required amoimt by buy- OCF have been established at fieff. It will be shown with Engclub members Dick Robb and Do- ing back part of the leave or ex- -more than 250 ’colleges anctunillish titl
Other movies to be presented
lores MacDonald and Dr. George tended training time for which he vresitlea throughout the nation.
Bruniz, will be given.
was paid for subsistence only.

--

International:IA
To Discuss China

Four Teams Play
The Catholic Women’s Center
basketball team versus Mary
George co-op starts tonight’s
four-game schedule of women’s
basketball games to be played
In the Women’s gym between
-eight college women’s houses.
(’WC and Mary George begin
playing at 7:15 p.m. followed
by Presbyterian hall versus
Baker’s Bears at 8 p.m. At 8:45
p.m. the Tan-Tans will encounter the Turtles an Court 1
while Ramat Alpha Theta meets
Pratt hall on Court 2.

1 Announcements

Tau Delta Phi: Pick up bids to
semi -formal dance and meet at
12:30 p.m. Friday in the tower.
Check bulletin board for information. Bids are available in tower
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. today, and
10:30-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-2:30
p.m. Friday.

_"TON

I

AT 8:30"

MARCH

9-17

Wise Owls Prefer

16 famous"
CONEY ISLAND
COFFEE SHOP
32 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
Open All Night

receive :an additional quarter of
education by paying only a few
dollars, the VA said.

The Weather
As March came in like a lamb,
the Oklahoma City leopard went
out like a light and the forecaster
predicted today to be fair with
occasional high cloudiness and little change in temperature. Yesterday’s temperatures ranged from
a low of 43 to a high of 69. Skies
were partly cloudy.

Classified Ads

FOR RENT
seniors: Install new 8fficers at
Room for college girls. Kitchen
11:30 a.m. today during senior privileges, modern furniture. 114
orientation in Morris Dailey audi- S., 11th street, $an Jose.
torium.
’Two vacancies for college girls
Senior Council: Meet at 3:30 at 398 S. 12th street. Piped heat
and kitchen privileges.
p.m. today in Student Union.
Room and board /or college
Spartan Shields: Meet at 7 boys. Eleven meals weekly, also
Wear
20.
Room
o’clock tonight in
board only. Mrs. Ruby Ahern, 380
white shirts for pictures at Bu- S. Ninth street, CY 3-9942.
tera’s studio today.
Vacancy for two Men to share
Freshman B-V’s Club: Meet at room in home. $15 each. 360 S.
7:-30:ireIock -if:Iffiest in the "Y" Ninth street.
lounge. Speaker is planned.
Rooms for college girls. Kitchen
privileges, modern furniture. 114
Spartan Spinners: Hold party at S. 11th street, San Jose.
7:30 o’clock tonight at Washington
Rooms, clean, reasonable, seven
school, State and Oak streets.
blocks from college, men. Call
Occupational Therapy Club: CY 2-2839.
Miss Guinervera Wright, 0.T.R.,
Girl to share large sunny room.
Will discUss-"Practical Cake Stud- Own bed, kitchen privileges. Linies ’of Occupational Therapy" at ens furnished, near bus. 1013-Mc7:30 6-’clock tonight in B74.
Kendrie avenue, call AX 6-2999.
Male student to share room with
International Relations Club:
Meet at 3:30 p.m. today in the other student. $15 a month. 484
S. 13th.. After 5:30 p.m., call CY
"Y" lounge.
3-2711.
Soph
Historians:
Committee
Want college boy room-mate.
meets at 2:30 p.m. today in Stu- Cooking privileges, large room.
dent Union.
CY 2-0179 or CY 3-7449. 112 S.
Phi Epsilon Kappa: Hold im- 12th street.
portant meeting and take picture
FOR SALE
for La Torre at 7:30 p.m. Monday
1935 Ford convertible coupe,
in the small gym.
good motor. Body needs work,
Gamma Alpha Chi: Meet at 8 cheap.
Call CY 4-2880 after
o’clock tonight at 335 San Antonio 7 p.m.
street.
Newman Club: Persons wishing
to join club are invited to attend
meeting at 7:30 o’clock tonight at
Newman hall.

are "The Lady Vanishez:L__May
10; "Camille," May 17; "The
Great Man Vote," May 24; and
"Bambi," May 31.

ward-bound Spartans is offered by
the Student "Y." Information will
be given at the Student "Y" booth
in front of Morris Dailey auditorium 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. daily.
Kappa Delta Pi: Meet at 3:30
p.m. today in Al for La Torre
picture.

Organizations: Student Activities board announces that all organizations must check their boxes in the Coop for date book regSeekers: Cabinet meeting will ulations.
be held Sunday at 4:30 p.m. TickSoph-Frosh Mixer: Athletic
ets for March 10 dinner with
T.N.T. are available from officers. committee meets at 4:30 p.m. today in Room 116.
Seekers: Dr. Evelyn Berger will
Philosophy Club: Dr. Dorield
speak Sunday on the topic, "The
Personal Problems of a Collegion." Alden will discuss literature and
philosophy at 8 o’clock tonight at
All welcome.
156 S. Third street. All welcome.
Alpha Chi Epsilon: Meet at 3:30
Iota Delta Phi: Informal initip.m. today in Room 107 to discuss
ation tonight at Adobe Creek
pins, pictures and zoo trip.
lodge in Santa Clara. Those needStudents: Transportation serv- ing transportation meet in front
ice between quarters for home- of Student Union at 5:30 p.m.

WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW-i-i-artSg-

eine
411111.
aims
;

amels for
Mildness!
Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coastto-coast test
of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels
and only Camels for 30 consecutive days, noted throat
specialists, making weekly examinations, reported
NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS:

i

